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Let R be a smooth bounded domain in RN (N> I), g: R + R a C’ 
function and h E c”(0) for some CI E (0, 1). Under the assumption that the 
limits 
exist and are finite, the semi-linear boundary value problem 
Au+ g(u)=h(x), UldSZ = 0 (PI 
has been widely investigated during the past decade. Following ter- 
minology used by Fucik in [7], g is commonly called a jumping non- 
linearity if a # 6. Let 2, < ,& < . . . 6 1, < A,, + , < . . . denote the eigenvalues 
of the linear problem 
h+/bd=O, ulasz=o. (L) 
It appears to be well known that if there exists an integer n such that 
I,<a,b<A,,,, or a, b < ;i,, then (P) has at least one smooth solution for 
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any smooth h. It is also known that even if the limits of g(t)/< at * 00 do 
not exist, but there exists a closed interval containing the range of g’ but no 
eigenvalues of (L), then (P) has a unique solution. For a proof based on 
the implicit function theorem as well as a discussion of the relevant 
literature see [4, Chap. 31. 
We consider the case where a <b-the other case can be transformed to 
this one by a change of variables. If a < E., <h then it follows from the 
results of [ 1 ] and [S] that if we consider the decomposition 
h=h, +s@, (D) 
where @, is the positive normalized eigenfunction corresponding to ,I, and 
h, is orthogonal to @, in the usual L’(Q) sense, then there exists a number 
s(, = s0 (h ,) such that (P) has no solution if s < sO, (P) is solvable if s = sO, 
and (P) has at least two solutions for s > sO. Under the more stringent con- 
ditions that g E C2, that g” > 0 on ( -co, co), and g’( -co) < %, < g’( co) < A2 
Berger and Podolak [3] had previously shown that there are exactly two 
solutions for s>s,, and exactly one solution for s=sO. Their work was 
based on earlier work of Ambrosetti and Prodi [2], who considered the 
same conditions on g but not the decomposition (D). 
In [9] the second and third authors conjectured that if 
lim sup< _ ~ x g(E)/t<A,, g’(m)=limt+, g’(i’) exists, Iz,,<g’(co)<l~,+, 
for some n 3 1 and h is given by (D), then for s sufficiently large and 
positive (P) has at least 2n distinct solutions. Some partial results related to 
this conjecture have since been given [6, 8, 11, and 131. 
In [lo] the conjecture was proved for the case N = dim Q = 1. To wit, it 
was shown that if lim sup, _ T. g(t)/[ < 1 and 
n’ -c ;‘iyx g’(l) < (n + 1)’ 
for some integer n 3 1, then for s large and positive the two point boundary 
value problem 
u” + g(u) = h , (x) + s sin x (1) 
u(0) = U(7-c) = 0 
has at least 2n distinct solutions. 
This paper may be viewed as an extension of this result. We will show 
that if 
if 1 < a < b and neither a nor b is the square of an integer, and another 
technical condition holds, then the number of solutions (1) has for large 
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positive s plus the number of solutions (1) has for large negative s is at 
least 2q + 2, where q is the number of squares of integers in the interval 
(a, b). 
The second and third authors have obtained partial extensions of this 
result to N-dimensional problem (P). In [ 121 it is shown that if 2, is a sim- 
ple eigenvalue, then given a E (A,-, , i,) there exists 6~ (A,, in+ 1 ) such 
that if b E (A,,, 6), then when (D) holds, (P) has at least three solutions for s 
large and positive and exactly one solution for s large and negative. The 
second and third authors have recently shown that if ;1,, and A,,+, are two 
consecutive igenvalues of (L) which are both simple and n > 1, there exist 
numbers Z-C A,, and 6> &,+, such that if aE (a, A,,), he (I”,,+ ,, 6) then 
when (D) holds, (P) has at least three solutions for s large and positive and 
at least three solutions for s large and negative. 
In the present study of the boundary problem (1) we shall make two 
assumptions: 
(A, ) There exist integers n and k with 1 <k <n such that 
k* < a E 5 TV, g’(t) < (k + 1)’ 
n2 < h = <1irn7- g’(5) < (n + 1)‘. 
(A, ) The piecewise linear differential equation 
y”+hy+ -ay- =0 (PL) 
has no solution which satisfies the boundary conditions y(0) = y(n) = 0 other 
than the solution y(x) = 0 
Since a < 1, it is easy to see that analytically the condition (AZ) is 
equivalent to the following one: 
There exists no integer m > 1 such that either 
m+l m 
m+JJ--1, or - 
& &- 
G +3=1. or %+m>l=l 
From this it is easy to see that condition (A,) holds for almost all points 
(a, h)ER* with a> 1. 
Since the nonlinearity in (PL) is positively homogeneous of degree one, 
all solutions with y(0) = 0 and y’(0) > 0 are multiples of one another and 
all solutions with y(0) = 0 and y’(0) < 0 are multiples of one another. We 
set 
m+ = number of zeros of a solution of (PL) on (0, rc) with 
y(0) = 0 and y’(0) > 0 (likewise, rn- for y(0) = 0 and y’(0) < 0). 
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The following theorem shows that if (A,) and (AZ) hold, then there 
exists a lower bound for the number of solutions of (1) for s large and 
positive which we denote by N*, and a lower bound for the number of 
solutions of (1) for s large and negative which we denote by N, such that 
N*+N,>2(n-k)+2. 
THEOREM 1. Let (A, ) and (A, ) hold. There exist constants S> 0 and 
s < 0, depending on h,, such that (1) has at feast 2n-(m++m-)+l 
solutions for s > s and at least m + + m- - 2k + 1 solutions .for s < s. 
We give a simple illustration of the theorem: Let a = 25/16 and b = 25/4. 
Since 1 <a<4<b<9, n=2 and k=l. Since the first two zeros of a 
solution y of (PL) with y(O) = 0, y’(O) > 0 occur at 271/5 and 67c/5 and the 
first two zeros of a solution .V of (PL) with y(O) = 0, y’(O) < 0 occur at 4n/5 
and 61115 we see that m + = m - = 1. Thus, according to the theorem, (1) 
has at least three solutions for s large and positive and at least one solution 
for s large and negative. 
We prove Theorem 1 via a sequence of lemmas. Let f, (5) = g(t) - bt. 
For s large and positive we make the substitution u = SD in (1) and rewrite 
(1) in the form 
u” + bv+,f,(su)/s=sin x+h, (x)/s 
u(0) = u(7c) = 0 
(2) 
Sincef, (so/t -+ 0 as s + cc uniformly with respect o 4, for 5 in compact 
subintervals of (0, co), and since the linear problem 
v”+bv=sinx, u(0) = u(7c) = 0 (3) 
has the solution 
z E sin x/( b - 1) 
which is positive on (0, rc), it is natural to regard the problem (2) as a per- 
turbation of problem (3) and to expect the existence of a solution of (2) 
close to z for large positive s. The following result shows in what sense this 
is true. 
LEMMA 1. Given any b > 0 there exists s(6) > 0 such that for s 3 s(6), (2) 
has a unique solution z, such that llz, - z/I, 6 6 and z, is positive on (0, 71). 
Here we define I( (I, on the space C, [0, z] by 
Ilull = max {Ea; lu(x)l, p-y lu’(x)l 1. 
,K .I7 
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The proof of Lemma 1, stated in a slightly different form, will appear in 
[lo]. For completeness we give the details in an appendix. 
We define 
and we rewrite (1) in the form 
II” + bv + -au- + gO(sv)/s = sin x + h, (x)/s (4) 
u(0) = v(n) = 0 
where it is assumed that s # 0 and we have substituted u = sv. According to 
Lemma 1, for s large and positive (2) has a solution z, close to z in the C,- 
norm. We assume s is so large that z, > 0 on (0, n). Since z, is also a 
solution of (4), 
z: + bz, + g, (sz, )/s = sin x + h, (x)/s 
z,y(o) = z,s(7c) = 0. 
Setting v = z, + y in (4) we obtain the following boundary 
for y: 
value problem 
y” + b(z, + y) + - a(z,, + y) ~ - bz, + g,(s(z, +Y))-&J(sz,) =o (5) 
s 
y(0) = y(7c) = 0. (6) 
We shall apply the “shooting method” to this problem for s large and 
positive. This method will be based on the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. There exists s* > 0 such that ifs > s* the differential equation 
(5) has solutions y, for k = 1,2, with ~~(0) = 0, y, (0) > 0, and ~~(0) < 0, and 
yk has (at least) n simple zeros on (0, 7~). 
Proof We first observe that gO(s<)/s -+ 0 as IsI -+ cc uniformly with 
respect to r in bounded subintervals. Indeed, since g, (5)/t + 0 as ItI -+ co, 
given E>O there exists r(E)>0 such that IgO(r)l <slrl for 141 ar(E). 
Therefore, for all 5, 
Igo(~)l G&l51 + C(E) 
where C(E) is any nonnegative number such that 
lso(5)l -&I51 d C(E), for 151 d r(E). 
Since n* <b < (n + l)‘, the function sin 4x has n simple zeros on (0, rc). 
Let dE (0, rc) be chosen so that all these zeros are contained in (0, d). Since 
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z(O)=O, z’(O)>O, and z(x)>0 for O<x<d, we can choose a small con- 
stant k> 0 such that z(x) +ksin 3 x>O for O<x <d. Let w(x) = 
k sin J$ x. Since z(0) + w(0) = 0, z’(0) + w’(0) > 0, and z, -+ z as s -+ cc in 
C’[O, n], there exist a small positive constant CI, a constant r, > 0, and a 
large positive constant s0 such that if y E C’[O, x, ] for some x, E (0, d], 
y(O) = 0, and 
max {ly(x)-w(x)l, 1.$(x)-w’(x)Ij <a (7) 
for O~x~x,, and s>s,, then the following statements hold: 
(i) r,,(x)+~(x)>O for O<x<-u,; 
(ii) ~,(x)+y(x)<r, for 06x6~~; 
(iii) O<~,,(x)<r, for OEx<d; 
(iv) If xl = d, than y has exactly n zeros on (0, d], all of which are 
simple and contained in (0, d). 
Let L = 1 + h. We claim that if s, is so large that s, B s0 and 
I go (St )/sl < cw ~ L”/4x (8) 
for 151 <r, and s as,, then the solution ~1, of (5) which satisfies the initial 
conditions 
Y,(O) = w(O) = 0, y\(O) = M”(O) 
will satisfy the conditions in the statement of the lemma. 
Fixing s 2 s, we first show that 
max {Iyl(x)-w(x)l, IY~(x)-w’(x)I~<~ (9) 
for all x E [0, d]. Assuming the contrary, there exists x1 E (0, d] such that 
(9) holds for Ofx<x, and 
Since YI (x) + z,(x) 3 0 on [O, x1 1, we see from (5) that 
~;‘(x)+b~l(x)+go(~(~l(x)+z~(x)))-go(~z,(x))~O 
s (11) 
for Odx<x,. Since 
w”(X) + bw(x) = 0 
505.59’2-9 
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it follows that 
Y;(x) - w’(x) =- ic .‘i NY,(f)-w(t))+ go(s(y,(t)+z,(t)))-go(sz,(t)) dt 0 s 1 
for 0 <xdx,. This together with the relation 
shows that if 
Y, (xl - w(x)= j-‘ W,(t) - w’(t)) dt 
0 
for 0 d x d x1, then 
O(x) d c, + I li L O(t) dt 0 (12) 
where 
G=J ~‘(lgo(s(y,(t)+z,(t)))l + Igo(sz,(r))l)dt 
0 s 
Since O<y,(t)+z,y(t)<r, and O,<z,(t)dr, on [0,x,], it follows from (8) 
that 
C,~(2x,e-L,“/4n)cr<ae-L”/2. 
Application of Gronwall’s lemma to the inequality (12) shows that for 
o<x<x, 
O(x) < C, eLr. 
Hence 
0(x, ) < C, eL.rl 6 C, eLn < 42 
which contradicts (10). This contradiction shows that (9) holds on [0, d]. 
This in turn shows that y, has n simple zeros on (0, d). Since 
y, (0) = w(O) = 0, y;(O) = w’(0) > 0, the first part of the lemma is proved. 
Using the same type of argument we can show that there exists s2 > 0 
such that for s > s2 there exists a solution y, of (5) satisfying the conditions 
of the lemma. Taking s* as the maximum of s1 and s2, we obtain the asser- 
tion of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. There exists a number s** > 0 such that if s > s**, then the 
differential equation (5) has solutions y, and y, with the following properties: 
y, (0) = 0, y;(O) > 0, and y, has exactly m+ simple zeros on (0, n], all of 
which are contained in (0, 7~); ~~(0) = 0, y;(O) < 0, and y, has exactly m 
zeros on (0, n], all of which are simple and contained in (0, n). 
Proof Let u3 be the solution of the differential equation 
v”+bv+ -aup ~0 
which satisfies the initial conditions u(0) = 0, u’(0) = 1. By definition of m+, 
v, has exactly m + zeros on (0, Z] all of which are simple and contained in 
(0, 7~). By a standard theorem concerning continuity of solutions of dif- 
ferential equations with respect to parameters, if E > 0 is sufficiently small 
and U.3 is the solution of the initial value problem 
11.” + b( M-’ + ~z) + -a(w+&z)- -bez=O 
M’(0) = 0, w’(0) = 1 
then S7 has exactly m+ zeros on (0, 7~1 all of which are simple and con- 
tained in (0, 7~). If M’~ (x) z (l/~) Gj (x), then 
w;l+b(w, +z)’ -a(wj +z) -bz=O (13) 
u.3(0)=0, w\(O) > 0. (14) 
Moreover, wj has exactly m + zeros on (0, Z] all of which are simple and 
contained in (0, n). 
Let c() > 0 be chosen so small, and r3 > 0 and sj > 0 so large, that the 
following three conditions hold: 
(i) If y E C’ [0, 7~1, y(O) = 0 and 
max iI~(x)-w,(-~)l, l~‘(x)-w~(x)l} da,, (15) 
then y has exactly m+ zeros on (0, 7~1 all of which are simple and con- 
tained in (0, n); 
(ii) If ye C’[O, ~1, y(0) =O, and (15) holds on [0, x, ] for some 
x, E (0, n), then I y(x) + z,(x)1 < r3 for x E [0, x, ] and s 3 s,; 
(iii) O<z,(x)<r, for 0~x6~ and s~s,. 
That (ii) and (iii) can be satisfied by appropriately choosing the con- 
stants follows from the fact that z,~ -+ z as s + cc in the C’[O, n] norm. 
Let 
M=l+a+b. 
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We claim that if sq is chosen so large that sq > s3, 
[z(x)-z,(x)1 <a3ecM”/3n(a+2b) 
if s>s, and XE [O,rr], and 
(16) 
Ig(st)/sl < a3e-mM”/6n (17) 
if 151 < rj and s b sq, then the solution y, of (5) which satisfies the initial 
conditions y, (0) = w3 (0) = 0, y; (0) = wi (0) fulfills the conditions in the 
statement of the lemma provided that s >s,. Let s > sq be fixed. To 
establish the claim it suffices to show that 
max t~~(x)-~~(x)l~ I~;(.4--W;(x)l}~~, (18) 
for all x E [0, n]. Assuming that this is false there exists x, E (0, rr) such that 
(18) holds for x E [0, x, ) and 
max {I~~b,)-w~(x~)I~ I.Y~~~)-~(x~)I~=~~. (19) 
If Y(x)=max {Iy,(x)-w,(x)l, 1,~; (x)-w;(x)/}, then from (5) and (13), 
it follows that for XE [0, x, ] 








I’ (lgo(s(y,(t)+z,(t)))l + Iso(m)l)d~, 
0 s 
From (16) it follows that 
C2 d cx3epM”/3 
and from (17) and the conditions (ii) and (iii) following the definition of 
t13, it follows that 
C, <a,epM”/3. 
Applying Gronwall’s lemma to the inequality (20) we see that 
Y(x) B ( C2 + C3 ) eM ’ (21) 
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on the interval [0, x, 1. Therefore, 
Y(x,)d(C,+C,)e”” 
d(C,+C,)e”“d2cr/3 
which contradicts (19). This contradiction shows that (18) holds on [0, ~1, 
and by earlier remarks it follows that y, fulfills the conditions of the 
lemma. 
A similar argument shows the existence of a number s5 such that for 
s3s,, the differential equation (5) has a solution y, that fulfills the con- 
ditions of the lemma. We obtain the assertion of the lemma by taking s** 
to be the maximum of s4 and s5. 
Proof qf Theorem I-First part. Let S be the maximum of the numbers 
s* (in Lemma 2) and s** (in Lemma 3). From the definition of m+ it is 
clear that m + d n. We shall show that if tn+ < n and s > S, then for every 
integer p with m+ < , p < n there exists a solution y of the boundary value 
problem (5) (6) such that y has exactly p zeros on (0, z), all of which are 
simple, and y’(O) >O. From this it will follow that for s >S, the problem 
(5), (6) has at least n-m+ distinct solutions with y’(O) > 0. Let s > S be 
fixed and let y, be a solution of the differential equation (5) which satisfies 
the conditions in the statement of Lemma 2. Let y, be a solution of (5) 
which satisfies the conditions in the statement of Lemma 3. Let y’,(O) = 
c, > 0 and let y; (0) = c) > 0. By choosing the number E > 0 in the proof of 
Lemma 3 sufficiently small we may assume that c1 < cj. Let y(x, c) denote 
the solution of (5) which satisfies the initial conditions ~(0, c) =O, 
~‘(0, c) = c. Since the nonlinear terms in (5) satisfy uniform Lipshitz con- 
ditions, y(x, c) and y’(x, c) depend continuously on c and x, uniformly 
with respect to x E [0, rc]. Since y = 0 is a solution of (5) it follows from 
the uniqueness theorem that the zeros of a nonzero solution of (5) are all 
simple. Hence for c # 0, the zeros of y(x, c) depend continuously on c. It 
follows that if for some C#O, y(x, C) has r zeros on (0, n], then y(x, c) will 
have at most r zeros on (0, n] for c close to C, and if y(x, 2) has r zeros on 
the open interval (0, rc), then y(x, c) will have at least r zeros on (0,~) for c 
close to C. Let p be an integer with m + dp<n. Since v(x, c,)=y,(x) and 
.v, (x) has n zeros on (0, n), y(x, c) will have at least p + 1 zeros on (0,~) 
for c closed to c,. Let C be the least upper bound of the set of numbers c’ 
such that ~(x, c) has at least p + 1 zeros on (0, n) for c1 <c < c‘. Since 
y(x, cj) -y,(x) has exactly m+ zeros on (0, x), y(x, c) will have at most 
m+ zeros on (0, rr] for c close to c3. Hence c, -=c C< c3. We claim that 
y(x, C) has exactly p zeros on the open interual (0, Z) and y( rr, F) = 0. Hence, 
j(x) -y(x, C) will be a solution of the problem (5), (6) such that j has 
exactly p zeros on (0, rr) and J’(0) = C > 0. To establish the claim we first 
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note that jj must have at least p + 1 zeros on (0, n], for in the contrary 
case, y(x, c) would have fewer than p + 1 zeros on (0, n] for c slightly less 
than E, which contradicts the definition of C. Second, we note that y(x, C) 
cannot have more than p zeros on the open interval (0, rc); else y(x, c) 
would have at least p + 1 zeros on (0, 7~) for all c slightly greater than C, 
which contradicts the definition of C. The claim follows from these two 
observations. 
Fixing s > S, and applying the same type of reasoning to the solutions y, 
and y, of (5), whose existence was proved in Lemmas 2 and 3, respectively, 
we can prove that for each integer q with rn- < q < n, there exists a 
solution y of the problem (5), (6) such that y’(O) < 0 and y has exactly q 
zeros on (0, n). Thus for s > S, we obtain at least n-m+ distinct nonzero 
solutions y of (5) (6) with y’(O) > 0 and at least n - m ~ distinct nonzero 
solutions of (5), (6) with y’(O) < 0. Since v = z,, + y is a solution of (4) and 
since y = 0 is a solution of (5) (6), we obtain at least 2n - m + - m ~ + 1 
distinct solutions of (2). Finally, setting u=sv we obtain 
2n -m+ -m- + 1 distinct solutions of the original problem (1) for any 
s > s. 
The second part of Theorem 1, concerning the problem (1) when s is 
large and negative, will follow from three lemmas which are counterparts of 
Lemmas 1,2, and 3. 
Let fi(t) = g(r) -a{. Assuming that s is large and negative we let 
t = -s, we set u = tv in (1 ), and we write the problem (1) in the form 
v”+a~+ffi= -sinx+h’ 
t t 
v(0) = v(n) = 0. 
Since f;(t)-0 as 5 + -co, f2(t[)/t -+O as t + co, uniformly with 
respect to 5 in compact subintervals of (-co, 01. For t large and positive, it 
is reasonable to expect that (22) has a negative solution close to the 
solution of the linear problem 
v”+av= -sinx, v(0) = v(n) = 0 
which we denote by 
Z(x) = -sin x/(a - 1). 
The following lemma can be proved by the method used to prove Lemma 1 
in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 4. Given any 6 > 0 there exists t(d) > 0 such that for t > t(d), 
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(22) has a unique solution Z, such that /I.?, - ZIJ < 6 and Z, is negatioe on 
co, nl. 
We define g, as before, assume s is large and negative, set s = - t and 
u = tu, and write (1) in the form 
~ go(tv) c”+hv+ -au +-= -sin x+h, 
t t 
v(0) = u(7r) = 0. 
(23) 
For t large and positive, the function Z, of Lemma 4 is a negative 
solution of (23) so 
5,(0)=?,(7c)=O. 
Setting t‘ = Z, + y in (23) we obtain the following boundary value problem 
for y: 
y”+h(T,+y)+ -a(F,+y)- -a?,+ &l(t(~,+Y))-go(t~,) 
t 
=0 (24) 
y(0) =y(7r) = 0. (25) 
Since k* <a < (k + l)*, the function sin & x has exactly k zeros 
on(0, rr] all of which are simple and contained in (0, n). Using this fact and 
reasoning similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2 one can prove. 
LEMMA 5. There exists a number t* > 0 such that for t 3 t* the differen- 
tial equation (24) has solutions y, and y, such that y, (0) = ~~(0) = 
0, y; (0) > 0, y:(O) < 0, and y, and y, have exactly k zeros on (0, 7r] all of 
which are simple and contained in (0, n). 
An alternative way to prove Lemma 5 is to use the fixed point argument 




has solutions y, and y, satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5. By definition 
off*, y, and y, will also be solutions of (24). 
Using the same method that was used to prove Lemma 3, we can prove 
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LEMMA 6. There exists a number t* * > 0 such that if t 3 t**, then the 
differential equation (24) has solutions y, and ys with the following proper- 
ties: y, (0) = y, (0) = 0, y; (0) > 0, y;(O) < 0, y, has exactly m + zeros on 
(0, X] all of which are simple and contained in (0, n)! and y, has exactly m ~ 
zeros on (0, X] all of which are simple and contained in (0, 71). 
The second part of Theorem 1 now follows Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 in the 
same way that the first part followed from Lemmas 1,2, and 3. Clearly 
k < m- and k < m+. If there exists an integer p with k <p < m +, then fix- 
ing t > f= max {t*, t** }, and considering solutions of y of the differential 
equation (24) with y(0) = 0 and y’(0) varying from y;(O) to y+(O), we 
obtain a solution y of the boundary problem (24) (25) such that y’(0) > 0 
and y has exactly p zeros on (0, n). In this way we obtain at least m + -k 
distinct solutions of (24), (25) with y’(0) > 0 if t > t. Similarly, by using the 
solutions y, and y, of Lemmas 5 and 6, respectively, we obtain at least 
m ~ - k distinct solutions of (24) (25) with y’(0) < 0 if t 3 i. Since u = Z, + y 
is a solution of (23) if y is a solution of (24) (25) and since y =O is a 
solution of (24), (25) we obtain at least m + + m- - 2k + 1 distinct 
solutions of (23) for t > i. 
Finally, setting u = tu and s = - t we obtain at least m + + m ~ - 2k + 1 
distinct solutions of ( 1) if s <s = - 7. This proves Theorem 1. 
APPENDIX 
We give the proof of Lemma 1. Let G(x, t) be the Green’s function for 
the linear boundary value problem 
y”+by= -h 
y(0) = y(n) = 0. 
The existence of G follows from the condition n* < b < (n + 1)‘. If u satisfies 
(2) and w = u - Z, then 
w,,,+bw=hb) f,Mx)) -- 
S S 
w(0) = W(7c) =0, 
and hence 
u(x)=~(x)+jb~~G(x; t)re-y dt. 1 
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Let B be the Banach space of functions o E C,[O, n] such that 
u(0) = u(z) = 0 with the norm 11 11, defined after the statement of Lemma 1. 
For large s we define a transformation T,, : B + B by setting T,u = u* where 
u*(x)=z(x)+~o*G(x, t) h,(t) dt, --- 
s 1 
A fixed point T, will be a solution of (2) and conversely. 
To prove Lemma 1, it is sufficient to show that the assertion of the 
lemma holds for all sufliciently small positive 6. Let 15, be a bound for both 
ICI and l8G/&~l on [0, z] x [0, rr] and let L2 be a bound for If’, I on 
[0, co]. Let E > 0 be so small that 2s < 7c and 
and let 2m > 0 be the minimum of Z(X) on the interval [E, 7~ -61. Let 6, > 0 
be so small that if UE B and I/u --zll, < 6,, then u(x) >O on [0, 7~1 and 
V(X) 2 m on [E, rt - E]. We shall now show that if 0 < 6 < 6, and 
Bn(;)= {UE BI lIu---?Il, <6}, 
then there exists s(6) >O such that for s>s(6), T,(B,(z)) c B,(z) and the 
restriction of T,, to B,(z) is a contraction. From this the lemma will follow. 
Since f’, (<) +O as [ -+ a, we may choose d, >O such that If’, (t)l 
< 11371 L, if r > d,. If 0 < 6 <S,, s 3 d,/m, and u E B,(z), then s u(x) > d, 
for XE [E, X--E]. Therefore, if u,, USE B6(z), 0~6 <6,, and s>d,/m, it 
follows by application of the mean value theorem that for XE [0, n], 
10: (xl - u: (XII 
<L,L,r’: iv,(t)-uvz(t)l dt+$-l;” Iv,(t)-u,(t)\ dt 
0 / 
+L,L, n 
s lu,(t)-uz(f)l df x i: 
6 2cL,L,+3 Ilu,-c*ll,~~llu,-u*ilI. 
( ‘) 
Since L, is also a bound for laG/axl, the same computation shows that if 
0<6<6,, s>,d,/m, u,,u,~B~(z), and <~[O,rc], then 
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Hence, if &(O, S,], s > d, /m, and u,, u2 E B,(z), then 
The proof will be complete when it is shown that given 6 E (0, S,], 
T,(B, (z)) c B,(z) for all sufficiently large s. Since fr (5)/t + 0 as t + +co, 
lim, + m h (~5 J/s + 0 uniformly with respect to l for t in a bounded sub- 
interval of [0, co). Given 6 E (0, S,] let C (6) >O be so large that 
6) IfI (s5Y.d d (WI L, ‘IL for sax((6) and Od~<M,+6, where 
M, = max z(x) on [0, 7t] and (ii) llh, I( L, (rc/s) < S/2 for s>C (6) where 
ljh,II=maxIh(x)l. If 6~(0,6~] and u~B~(z), then O<v(x)<M,+6, on 
[0, rc] so, if s 3 C (6) and x E [0, n], 
Iu*(x)-4x)l+ j; (Ih,(t)l +f,(e))l)~~6~. 
Since L, is a bound for Ic?G/~xI, the same computation shows that if 
u~Bh(z) with 0<6<6,, s>C(6), and t~[O,n], then 
Therefore, if 6 E (0, S,] and s(6) is the maximum of d,/m and C (6), then 
for sB s(6), T,(B,(z)) c B,(z) and the restriction of T, to B6(z) is a con- 
traction. By earlier remarks, this proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4 can be proved in much the same way by considering the 
Green’s Function for the boundary value problem 
y”+ay= -h, y(0) = y(7r) = 0. 
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